
SUMMARY OF THE TURNER THESIS

Summary[edit]. Turner begins the essay by calling to attention the fact that the western frontier line, which had defined
the entirety of.

If you want to get Turner's ideas in his own words, he's available on-line from University of Virginia
Hypertexts. Secondly, his story only accounts for those that chose an agrarian occupation, ignoring other
industries such as mining. Watch the video. Cooperation and communities of various sorts, not isolated
individuals, made possible the absorption of the West into the United States. Rebelling against this view,
Turner argued instead that Europeans had been transformed by the process of settling the American continent
and that what was unique about the United States was its frontier history. They were written between
September and July  The frontier transformed Jeffersonian democracy into Jacksonian democracy. Europeans
had long been trapped in the suffocating confines of the final stage, which had caused corruption and staleness
both in Europe and in the eastern United States, where European traditions had continued to reign. For a
scholar of such wide influence, Turner wrote relatively few books. This development, in Turner's description
of the frontier, "begins with the Indian and the hunter; it goes on with the disintegration of savagery by the
entrance of the trader Of course it was not viewed as myth by individuals at the time, and is still pulsing
through the American conscious, though weakened, today. Wikipedia is a major presence on the electronic
frontier, and the Wikipedia editors have been explicitly compared to the pioneers of Turner's American
frontier in terms of their youth, aggressiveness, boldness, equalitarianism and rejection of limitations. The
mainstream of the profession has long since discarded Turner's assumption that the frontier is the key to
American history as a whole; they point instead to the critical influence of such factors as slavery and the Civil
War, immigration, and the development of industrial capitalism. Moreover, these revisionist scholars argue,
for many places the West has not been the land of freedom and opportunity that both Turnerian history and
popular mythology would have us believe. Turner's point of departure for the essay was that in the published
report of the federal census, it was reported that the United States no longer had a discernible frontier--a line
of demarcation dividing, as they said then, "civilization" from "savagery. San Marino , Calif. Historians are
still working under its shadow, even though many have been fighting for decades to dissolve its potency. The
Turner thesis became the dominant interpretation of American history for the next century, although after the
early s "new western historians," who rejected Turner's grand theory for its lack of racial inclusiveness and
overly triumphant paradigm, emphasized a more inclusive approach to frontier history. Census of had
officially stated that the American frontier had broken up. More U. Turner's essay reached triumphalist heights
in his belief that the promotion of individualistic democracy was the most important effect of the frontier. Not
the constitution but free land and an abundance of natural resources open to a fit people, made the democratic
type of society in America for three centuries while it occupied its empire. The racial warfare theory was an
emerging belief in the late nineteenth century advocated by Theodore Roosevelt in The Winning of the West.
The numerous Indian wars provoked by American expansion belie Turner's argument that the American "free
land" frontier was a sharp contrast with European nations' borders with other states. He sounded an alarming
note, speculating as to what this meant for the continued dynamism of American society as the source of U.
He argued that the frontier had meant that every American generation returned "to primitive conditions on a
continually advancing frontier line. If the frontier had been so essential to the development of American
culture and democracy, then what would befall them as the frontier closed? But in a sense, the very acrimony
of these debates takes us full circle back to Turner and his legacy, for debates about the significance of
Western history are hardly ever confined to the past. Trails: Toward a New Western History. New York :
Henry Holt , 


